Broadcast your request to the world!

- Put these blocks together like below. You will need to click on the black arrow and type the new name “start-meow”.

- Now instead of double clicking on this block, we’re going to start it from another block. Put the blocks together like below.

- Start the block above by double clicking on it. What happens? Why does this happen?

- Replace the “broadcast... and wait” piece with the broadcast piece. How is it different? How are “broadcast... and wait” and “broadcast” different?
Broadcast your request to the world! (continued…)

- One student, working on the last page, put the pieces together like the picture below. Try it out and explain what happens and why.

- What happens if more than one piece uses “when I receive start-meow”? Try something like this:

- Try it! Describe what happens and explain why it works like that.

- Another student changed “start-meow” to “start-pop” in the blocks above and now this block doesn’t seem to play anymore. Explain what happens.

- Write a new song that broadcasts the message “start-pop”.